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Abstract
Background: The Six-Minute Walk Test (6MWT) predicts community ambulation in
stroke patients. These patients frequently face several disabilities, including upper
extremity dysfunction. Since upper extremity (UE) dysfunction is related to walking
disability, we expect that the UE function is associated with the 6MWT. So far, no
study has directly investigated the association between UE function and the 6MWT.
Aims: To examine the association between UE function and the 6MWT in stroke
survivors adjusted for balance and gait problems. Methods: Subjects were randomly
recruited from the general population and the Academic Hospital Paramaribo. UE
function was measured using the handgrip strength (HGS) test, Disabilities of the Arm
Shoulder and Hand (DASH) survey and Stroke Impact Scale (SIS) survey. Functional
walking capacity was measured by the 6MWT. Functional balance was measured
using the Berg Balance Scale (BBS). Step length ratio (SLR) and step width (SW) were
used to assess gait. The median (range) or mean±SD are presented. Results: In fifty
subjects with a mean age of 58.2±9.5 years, we demonstrated that the mean 6MWT
(297.9±19.8m) correlated with the mean paretic HGS (19.1±14.9kg, r=0.77, p<0.001)
and non-paretic HGS (31.1±9.7kg, r=0.41, p=0.003), but not with the DASH and SIS
surveys. The 6MWT correlated with the BBS (55.0(30.0-56.0), r=0.51, p<0.001), SLR
(0.9(1.0-2.0), r= -0.29, p=0.044), but did not correlate with SW. After adjusting for
BBS and SLR, paretic HGS explained 62% of the variance in 6MWT. The relationship
between non-paretic HGS and 6MWT was influenced by the BBS and SLR (p<0.05,
R2=0.39). Conclusions: Paretic handgrip strength predicts 6MWT performance after
adjusting for balance and gait asymmetry. The 6MWT is limited by stroke-related
impairments such as handgrip strength, balance control and gait asymmetry. Further
studies are warranted for assessment of causal effects between these variables.
Keywords: Upper extremity; Six-minute walk test; Cerebrovascular stroke; Handgrip
strength.
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How can the results of this study be used in clinical practice?
• Paretic handgrip strength is associated to the 6MWT after adjusting for balance
control and gait asymmetry.
• The relationship between non-paretic handgrip strength and the 6MWT is
influenced by balance control and gait asymmetry.
• No association was found between patient-reported (paretic) UE function and
the 6MWT.
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Introduction

In post stroke survivors, the six-minute walk test (6MWT)
is frequently used to measure functional walking capacity,
which can be defined as the extent to which increased
intensities of walking capacity can be maintained to perform
activities of daily living (ADL)1,2. This test is considered as a
valid, reliable and feasible tool to measure functional walking
capacity in post-stroke patients1, is well tolerated, easy to
use and it better reflects ADL than other walking tests1,3.
The 6MWT is also an independent predictor for community
ambulation and an indicator for post-stroke recovery4,5.
However, this test embraces a complex interaction with
several stroke related factors3. It is known that it is influenced
by several stroke-related impairments such as energy cost of
walking6, gait asymmetry7 and balance impairments8.
Growing evidence suggest that the upper extremity (UE)
function affects the walking capacity in stroke patients.
Stroke survivors suffer frequently from disabilities, like motor
deficits in the extremities, which impedes proper community
ambulation (defined as the ability of a person to walk in their
own community)9. It is suggested that the cycling motion of
the UE serves to reduce energy cost during bipedal human
gait10. In addition, arm cycling training improved post-stroke
walking ability11 and a coordination between the upper and
contralateral lower limb during walking is demonstrated in
post-stroke survivors12. Moreover, immobilization of the UE
induced negative changes in spatial gait parameters13 and
the handgrip strength (part of UE function) was associated
to walking in elderly14 and patients with lumbar stenosis15.
Since these studies suggest that the UE function affects the
walking capacity, we expect that the UE function might also
affect the 6MWT. So far, only one study16 reported a moderate
correlation between the 6MWT and the Stroke Impact Scale
(SIS) hand function domain in 30 chronic stroke survivors.
Therefore, this study aimed to assess the association
between UE function, as assessed by objective and patientreported outcome measures, and the 6MWT after adjustment
for balance control and gait asymmetry. We hypothesize that
there is a positive association between UE function and the
6MWT performance.
Methods
Participants

Participants were recruited from the database of the
Academic Hospital of Paramaribo, as well as respondents
from the general population, in the period of April 2016 to
April 2017. The participants had to meet the following criteria
of respective assessment tools in order to participate in this
study: (i) be able to give informed consent and understand
simple instructions (Mini Mental Scale Examination >24); (ii)
had a stroke at least six months prior; (iii) be able to walk at
least 10m independently or without supervision (Functional
Ambulation Category score ≥ 3), (iv) age above twenty-five
Cardiorespir Physiother Crit Care Rehabil., 1:e42992

years; and (v) living at home. Stroke patients who had (i) a
serious cardiac condition, (ii) other serious end organ damage,
(iii) other neurological deficits or (iv) uncontrolled blood
pressure (systolic pressure >140 mmHg, diastolic pressure
>90 mmHg), were excluded. All participants gave informed
consent, and approval was received from the Institutional
Review Board (CMWO: Commissie Mensgebonden
Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek) at the Government of
Suriname’s, Ministry of Health (reference number: VG023-15).
Anthropometric and sociodemographic data

Demographic (sex; age; ethnicity), anthropometric (Body
Mass Index (BMI)) and clinical (type of stroke; recurrent
stroke; time since stroke; affected side, hand dominance) data
were recorded. Ethnicity was self-reported and further divided
into Asian (Hindustani and/or Javanese), African (Creole and/
or Maroon) and other. BMI was calculated based on weight
and height (kg/m2).
Upper extremity function

Handgrip strength was measured using a hand dynamometer
with an adjustable handle (Suahan Digital, Korea). The upper
arm was supported next to the body, with the elbow in 90
degrees of flexion, forearm in neutral position and wrist in
slight extension17. The test for maximum handgrip strength
was then performed three times for each hand, alternating
between the non-paretic (HGNP) and paretic hand (HGP)
with resting periods of 30 seconds. The highest value for each
hand was used for analysis.
The DASH questionnaire 18 is a 30-item self-report
questionnaire, with a score ranging from 0 (no disability)
to 100. Its main objective is to assess physical function,
symptoms, social indicators and therefore encompasses the
entire UE. Higher DASH scores indicate an increase in the
severity of a disability.
The SIS version 3.019 is a stroke-specific questionnaire
used to evaluate stroke outcomes in eight domains. This study
used the hand function domain only. The questions ascertained
the level of exertion or difficulty to carry heavy objects,
turning a doorknob, opening a can or jar, tying a shoelace,
and picking up a dime. The scoring method is rated using a
5-point ordinal scale (1-5) for each item: 1 = an inability to
complete the item; 5 = no difficulty at all. Domain scores
range from 0-100.
Functional walking capacity

The 6MWT participants were instructed to walk
continuously at the fastest pace for 6 minutes on a ellipsoid
(30-meter) pathway, as far as they could3. All participants
received the same standardized instructions and encouragement
and were allowed to use assistive devices such as a cane3. The
maximum distance covered in six minutes was recorded in
meters3.
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Gait Analysis

Spatial gait parameters such as step length and step
width were determined using a double 2-D functional gait
assessment. Participant’s movements were video recorded
while walking with their preferred walking velocity on
a 10-meter pathway. Two cameras (Sony and Panasonic
Hand-Held Camcorder) were strategically placed for ventral/
dorsal and lateral view. All the participants walked back and
forth twice. Kinovea 8.15, was used to extract frames and
coordinates from these videos20 and three extracted frames
were used to calculate step length and step width. Step width
was measured using frames with a dorsal view, during the
double stance phase. Step length was measured using the
average of three frames from the lateral view 20, during the
subject’s double stance phase, from the heel of the non-paretic
foot to the heel of the paretic foot. In case one heel was not
in contact with the ground (e.g., drop foot), the measure was
done from the head of the first metatarsal of the paretic foot
to the head of the first metatarsal of the non-paretic foot.
Data from the step length were used to assess step length
asymmetry (or gait asymmetry).
Gait asymmetry was referred to as the Step Length Ratio
(SLR) which was calculated as the ratio of the paretic step
length relative to the non-paretic step length21. Step Width
(SW) was measured as the distance between the left and right
heel at mid stance. To correct for depth error in our video
analysis a normalization procedure was performed for each
subject in which step width and step length were corrected
for the visible width of the walkway.
Balance assessment

The Berg Balance Scale (BBS) was used to evaluate
balance and consists of 14 items in which the participant
has to maintain different functional static positions, be able
to move the Center of Mass and change the base of support
without losing balance. The scoring method is a 5-point
ordinal scale (0-4) for each item, with the total score ranging
from 0-5622. A total BBS score lower than 29 indicates that the
person is at risk for falls, whereas a score above 30 indicates
functional balance. The test-retest agreements for use of the
BBS in chronic stroke patients is high (ICC 2,1: BBS = 0.98),
indicating excellent agreement from a relative perspective22.

the level of significance was set at p < 0.05. We considered
an r ≤ 0.3 a weak correlation, an r between 0.4 and 0.6 as a
moderate correlation and high when r ≥ 0.724.
Results
Participants

Figure 1 shows the participant flow. From 777 contact
details, the telephone numbers of only 530 patients were in
use. From these patients, sixty-seven refused participation,
413 did not meet the criteria, therefore, fifty participants were
included in this study. There was no missing data. Participants
or their physicians were called in order to evaluate eligibility
for the 6MWT according to the inclusion and exclusion
criteria. The characteristics of these 50 participants can be
found in Table 1.
Data for the 6MWT show a normal distribution. The
mean ± SD 6MWT was 297.9 ± 19.8 m. Table 2 shows
the correlation between the 6MWT and the UE function
parameters as well as the BBS and gait parameters. The
6MWT correlated with paretic and non-paretic handgrip
strength (Figure 2). The strongest correlation is with paretic
handgrip strength (r=0.77) followed by a moderate correlation
with the non-paretic handgrip strength (r=0.41) (Figure 2).
The scores from the two UE function surveys, DASH and SIS
(hand function domain), did not correlate with the 6MWT.
Moreover, the BBS and SLR correlated with the 6MWT, but
SW did not.
No influence of sex and age was found regarding the
relationship between HGS and the 6MWT (Table 3). HGP
explained 62% of the variance in 6MWT without significant
contribution of the BBS and SLR (Table 3). The BBS and
SLR significantly influenced the relationship between HGNP

Statistical analysis

All statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS
version 23.0. The Shapiro-Wilk and Kolmogorov-Smirnov
tests were used to test normal distribution of the residual
values23 of the dependent variable (the 6MWT). The Spearman
Rho test was used to study the association of UE function
variables and functional walking capacity. Linear regression
was used to assess associations between UE function and
the 6MWT with models that adjusted for sex and age and
subsequently, for balance control and gait problems known
to be associated to the 6MWT. For all statistical analyses
Cardiorespir Physiother Crit Care Rehabil., 1:e42992

Figure 1. Overview of participant flow. CVA: CerebroVascular

Accident; MMSE: Mini Mental State Examination; TIA: Transient
Ischemic Attack.
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and the 6MWT and these parameters explained 39% of the
variance in the 6MWT (Table 3).
Discussion

We examined the association between UE function and
the 6MWT in chronic stroke survivors adjusted for balance
impairment and gait problems. HGP and HGNP correlated
with the 6MWT. In contrast, no association was found
with the DASH and the SIS (hand function domain). HGP
independently explained 62% of the variance in the 6MWT,
whereas the relationship between HGNP and the 6MWT was
influenced by the BBS and SLR.
The observed relationship between handgrip strength and
the 6MWT in elderly and lumbar stenosis patients is now
Table 1. Sociodemographic, anthropometric and clinical characteristics

of all participants.

Variables (N=50 participants)
Age (years, mean±SD)
Sex (males) (N)
Time since stroke (years, median (range))

Value/number
58.2 ± 9.5
24.0
2.6 (0.5-16.6)

Recurrent stroke (N, yes)

12.0

Type of Stroke (N, ischemic)

46.0

Dominant side affected (N, yes)

23.0

Location stroke (N, right hemisphere)

27.0

BMI (kg/m , median (range))
2

26.4 (19.6-39.6)

Ethnicity (N)
Asian descent

28.0

African descent

16.0

Other

6.0

BMI: Body Mass Index.

also observed in stroke patients, despite their overall loss
of muscular strength after a stroke25. However, compared to
older adults our study population showed an overall lower
level of 6MWT and handgrip strength26. While the HGS is a
form of isotonic contraction, the 6MWT is more appealing
to concentric and eccentric forms of muscle contraction over
a relatively longer period of time compared to the HGS test.
However, both appear to be associated to other muscle groups
of the body27,28. It might therefore be argued that both represent
overall muscle strength of the body, which is often decreased
after stroke25. This might be an explanation for the correlation
that we showed between paretic HGS and reduced 6MWT
performance after adjusting for the BBS and SLR, however
it does not explain the relationship between non-paretic
handgrip strength and the 6MWT. Due to the variety in the
level of non-paretic handgrip strength in our study population
it cannot be assumed that the relationship with the 6MWT is
due to common aetiology of stroke.
Hemiparetic gait is usually characterized by several
compensation strategies29 that serve to, not only guarantee
safe ambulation30, but also reduce increased mechanical
cost of gait after stroke. These compensation strategies (i.e.,
excessive arm swing during increased walking speed31, gait
asymmetry or increased stepwidth) may differ in various
situations. For example, during the 6MWT, in which
walking speed is self-paced but exertion of maximum
effort is encouraged for a relatively prolonged period, it is
demonstrated that stroke-related impairments such as balance
control and lower limb motor score limit the outcome measure
in post-stroke survivors7. This might also explain why the
relationship between the non-paretic HGS, associated to the
ipsilateral muscle strength in post-stroke survivors32, and the
6MWT was influenced by the BBS and SLR. Consequently,
it might be argued that compensation strategies are reflected
by the handgrip strength, balance control and gait asymmetry
during the performance of the 6MWT due to (neuro)muscular
fatigue mechanisms7,8,33. Moreover, we also demonstrated a

Table 2. Correlation with functional walking capacity (6MWT, N=50).

UE function parameters

Mean (SE)

Correlation coefficient (r)

p-value (two-tailed)

HGP (kg)^

19.1 (2.1)

0.76

0.000

HGNP (kg)

31.1 (1.3)

0.41

0.003

DASH score (0-100)

32.9 (3.8)

-0.26

0.062

54 (3.8)

0.24

0.085

BBS**

52.30 (0.87)

0.51

0.000

SLR

1.02 (0.03)

-0.28

0.044

SW

13.42 (0.78)

-0.27

0.057

SIS (hand function domain) score (0-100)
Balance and gait parameters

6MWT: Six-minute walk test; BBS: Berg Balance Scale. DASH: Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder and Hand; HGNP: Handgrip Strength Non-Paretic; HGP: Handgrip Strength
Paretic; SIS: Stroke Impact Scale; SLR: Step Length Ratio; SW: Step Width. **BBS is correlated with SW (r=-0.291, p=0.041). ^HGP is correlated with HGNP (r=0.54,
p=0.000); DASH (r=-0.41, p=0.003); SIS hand function domain (r=0.45, p=0.001).
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Figure 2. Scatterplots of handgrip strength related to functional walking capacity.
Table 3. Regression analysis between handgrip strength and functional walking capacity.

HGP(kg)

Functional walking
capacity

Unstandardized coefficients

Standard error

p-value

R-square

Model 1: (constant)

147.8

93

0.119

0.59

HGP

7.2

0.9

0

Sex

2.5

27.7

0.927

Age

0.1

1.4

0.911

Model 2: (constant)

66.1

135.6

0.628

HGP

6.3

0.9

0

BBS

3.5

2.2

0.12

SLR

-73.3

58

0.213

0.62

HGNP(kg)
Model 1: (constant)

218.5

140.9

0.128

HGNP

6.2

2.1

0.005

Sex

-1.8

1.9

0.331

Age

-9.7

40.6

0.811

Model 2: (constant)

-38.2

172.5

0.826

HGNP

5.7

1.7

0.001

BBS

-177.3

72.6

0.019

SLR

6.4

2.7

0.022

0.21

0.39

BBS: Berg Balance Scale. HGNP: Handgrip Strength Non-Paretic; HGP: Handgrip Strength Paretic; SLR: Step Length Ratio.

relationship between paretic and non-paretic HGS, therefore,
it might be suggested that the non-paretic HGS is indeed
important to compensate for the affected upper limb32 during
bi-manual activities as well as forward movement of the
body12.
Furthermore, we demonstrated no association between
functional walking capacity and paretic UE function
quantified by the DASH and the SIS (hand function domain).
We did not expect this, but a possible explanation might be
Cardiorespir Physiother Crit Care Rehabil., 1:e42992

that compared to handgrip tests, these surveys take more
items such as fine UE motor skills, environmental and social
items into account18,19. In contrast to our study, the study by
Muren et al.16 in stroke survivors showed a positive correlation
between the SIS (hand function domain) and the 6MWT.
Compared to our study, the variation in sample size, BMI
score and level of functional walking capacity are factors that
might be responsible for these discrepancies. Additionally,
we found a correlation between the paretic HGS, the DASH
5/8
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and the SIS (hand function domain) in our study population,
which can be explained by the fact the handgrip strength
reflects ADL34 as well as the general muscle fitness27,28 of a
stroke patient during performance of the test. Similarly, in
another study handgrip strength was negatively correlated
to the DASH in cardiac patients35.
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